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This research is aimed to find out the distribution of duty and authority between 
the foundation and private university managers based on facts happened and also give an 
altmatif way of problem solving in cases. 
The objects of this research are the foundation managers who runmng the 
organization of universities. The samples taken chosen based on: the age of the 
universities, the numbers of students joined, and acreditated university. 
Data collected are divided into premier and secondary data through questionnaire 
and by doing a direct tinterview with foundationa amanagers. A qualitative analysis is 
used to process data by,firstly, analyzing and rechecking data validity of the data then 
summarizing the result. 
The result shows the foundation managers of the chosen universities have 
dominant roles in organizing administration and financial division. However, the 
universities' managements have only authorities in academic field. In addition, among 
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